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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to defend, contra Fodor and Piattelli-

Palmarini (F&PP), that the theory of natural selection (NS) is a perfectly bona fide

empirical unified explanatory theory. F&PP claim there is nothing non-truistic,

counterfactual-supporting, of an ‘‘adaptive’’ character and common to different

explanations of trait evolution. In his debate with Fodor, and in other works, Sober

defends NS but claims that, compared with classical mechanics (CM) and other

standard theories, NS is peculiar in that its explanatory models are a priori (a trait

shared with few other theories). We argue that NS provides perfectly bona fide

adaptive explanations of phenotype evolution, unified by a common natural-selec-

tion guiding principle. First, we introduce the debate and reply to F&PP’s main

argument against NS. Then, by reviewing different examples and analyzing Fisher’s

model in detail, we show that NS explanations of phenotypic evolution share a

General Natural Selection Principle. Third, by elaborating an analogy with CM, we

argue against F&PP’s claim that such a principle would be a mere truism and thus

explanatorily useless, and against Sober’s thesis that NS models/explanations have a

priori components that are not present in CM and other common empirical theories.

Irrespective of differences in other respects, the NS guiding principle has the same

epistemic status as other guiding principles in other highly unified theories such as

CM. We argue that only by pointing to the guiding principle-driven nature that it

shares with CM and other highly unified theories, something no-one has done yet

in this debate, one can definitively show that NS is not defective in F&PP’s sense:

The title refers to the Sober–Fodor discussion in i-net (Sober and Fodor 2010).
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in the respects relevant to the debate, Natural Selection is as defective and as

epistemically peculiar as Classical Mechanics and other never questioned theories.

1 The Debate and F&PP’s Main Strategy

Adaptationism simply cannot do what an evolutionary theory is supposed to

do—explain how phenotypic traits are distributed in a population of

organisms. (Fodor and Piattelli-Palmarini, 2010a, p. 110)

The circulation of the proof copy of What Darwin Got Wrong […] has

resulted in a volume of critical comment from biologists and philosophers that

has not been seen since 1859 (Lewontin, 2010, fn. 1)

As Lewontin’s quote shows, the case made by Fodor (2008a, 2008b) and Fodor

and Piattelli-Palmarini (2010a-F&PP henceforth-, 2010b) against Darwinism has

had an enormous impact among philosophers in general, and among philosophers of

biology in particular, and has provoked one of the biggest philosophical

controversies in recent decades. Their charge is, in brief, that

(*) there is nothing non-truistic, counterfactual-supporting (i.e. that grounds

the distinction between selection for and selection of), of ‘‘adaptive’’

character, and common to different explanations of traits evolution; the

evolution of traits is in fact explained by a kind of ‘‘disconnected’’ natural

history.

Sober, among others, defends NS from this charge, but in his debate with F&PP,

and in other works, he also claims that NS has a priori specific components which

are not present in other standard theories such as Classical Mechanics (CM)

(although they are present also in some other evolutionary theories and perhaps in

theories in other fields, e.g. economics; cf. Sober 2011). Although we agree with the

main lines of Sober’s response to F&PP, we think that his attribution of special a

priori components to NS is misleading and provides some room for F&PP to

continue arguing. Our objective is to show why F&PP’s charge is unsound, and to

qualify Sober’s concerns on aprioricity, so that no alleged specificity of NS enables

F&PP to continue arguing. We think that Sober’s and other responses to F&PP,1

although correct, do not put the focus on what in our view is the core of the issue,

namely, the guiding-principle-driven explanatory structure of the theory. We argue

that analyzing this guiding-principle structure is the best, if not the only way, to

show that (*) is false. Our response focuses on these guiding-principle-driven

explanations in NS, and, using a Kuhnian-structuralist framework, elaborates a

detailed analogy with classical mechanics (CM) and its second law which, we claim,

definitively closes the door on F&PP’s case. Leaving other (strong, yet irrelevant for

our case) differences between NS and CM aside, (*) is not more true of NS than it is

1 Cf. e.g. Block and Kitcher (2010a, b), Coyne (2010), Dennet (2008), Futuyma (2010), Godfrey-Smith

(2008, 2010), Lewontin (2010), Midgley (2010), Okasha (2010), Papineau (2010), Shapin (2010), and

Sober (2008b, 2010).
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of CM, which F&PP take as a perfectly bona fide empirical theory. The analogy so

elaborated enables us to explicate, at the same time:

(i) the way in which NS accounts for the relevant counterfactuals;

(ii) where the unification lies and what its function is; and

(iii) the apparent explanatory emptiness of its general unifying guiding principle.

As far as we know, no one in the vast literature generated by this debate has

explicated these three features together; all are necessary, and jointly sufficient, for

a complete answer to F&PP’s challenge.

The comparison with CM is not new. Sober refers to different aspects of NS in

comparison with different mechanical laws, for example the law of inertia (Sober

1993, p. 14) or the law of gravitation (Sober 1984, pp. 50–51; Sober 2010); the

closest position we find to our own is his reading of the second law as a consequence

law (Sober 1984, p. 51), an interpretation which, although ‘‘combinatorial’’ like

ours, does not elaborate the guiding principle aspects which are essential for our

response, and which in any case Sober does not use in his responses to F&PP.

Rosenberg (Rosenberg 1985, p. 128; Rosenberg 1994, p. 122) points to the similar

role that implicit definitions play in CM and NS, but without distinguishing general

from specific principles, which is also essential for our strategy. Dorato (2005,

p. 121) makes a very brief, Kuhnianly-inspired remark on the schematic character of

Newton’s second law and the principle of natural selection, which we take as similar

to the position we elaborate in detail in Sects. 4 and 5. Ginnobili (2010) proposes a

reconstruction of NS as analogous to CM along the Kuhnian-structuralist lines we

defend here. Our response to F&PP elaborates on ideas partially similar to these,

and develops them in detail to face the particular problems that F&PP’s challenge

raises. This, we claim, is a novel and essential contribution to the debate because it

enables us to explicate 1–3 above and thereby leave no room for F&PP to continue

arguing.

As usual, we understand ‘‘natural selection’’ as the ‘‘mechanism’’ constituted by

random variation, heredity, and differential reproduction; and NS as the theory that

makes essential use of this mechanism in its explanations. In this regard, NS can be

taken as intending to explain three different, progressively inclusive things:

1 why some traits/phenotypes present in a population in an environment and a

period of time spread, stabilize, or disappear;

2 how this process plays an essential role in an account of ‘‘the tree of life’’, i.e.

how species themselves evolve, appear, and disappear;

3 how analogous ‘‘evolutionary’’ explanations may account for the dynamics of

other non-(directly/immediately) biological entities, for example markets,

societies, scientific theories, and others.

Although almost everybody agrees that the objectives of NS are 1 and 2 (and

some think that 3 is also a legitimate extension), all parties accept that the current

debate is only about 1. It is not about the overgeneralization 3. It is not even about 2,

which has specific problems even if we grant 1. The attack launched by F&PP is

addressed at 1 as the very core of the whole adaptive program. Our debate is thus

confined to 1.
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So confined, two things are worth emphasizing and bearing in mind throughout

the discussion: First, 1 is not taken by anybody in the debate as saying that natural

selection is the only explanation of the evolution of phenotypes. Evolutionary

biologists accepted, a long time ago, the action of different mechanisms besides

artificial and natural selection (such as genetic drift and others, e.g. more recently

the so-called horizontal gene transmission—cf. the 2010 special issue of Biology

and Philosophy). The claim at stake is a more moderate one: natural selection is a

substantive part of the explanation of the evolution of phenotypes in sufficiently

varied and interesting cases. It is this moderate claim what F&PP do deny for,

according to them, natural selection does not, and cannot, play any part in such

explanations: natural selection cannot be any part of the story of an acceptable

explanation of phenotype evolution. Therefore, according to them NS theory does

not have any explanatory import. Second, F&PP want to make a case specifically

against NS (and Skinner’s behaviorism). What they claim is that there is something

specifically defective in NS, that NS contains something substantially different from

other bona fide empirical theories, for example CM, that makes it unacceptable as a

scientific theory.

Our strategy will then consist in showing that the trait which according to F&PP

makes NS specifically defective and thus void of any explanatory import, is in fact

common to all highly unified theories, for example CM, and essential for their

unified explanatory role. We take it that F&PP themselves accept that this, if true,

would suffice to beat them.

F&PP claim to have two different complaints against NS: ‘‘its inability to solve

problems about free-riding…was only one of the complaints we’ve had against

natural selection. The other is that natural selection badly underestimates the

significance of endogenous factors in the determination of phenotypes’’ (F&PP,

p. 160). The two parts of the book correspond, roughly, to these two complaints.

Part one focuses on empirical work. It summarizes empirical data and related

theoretical results in biology which, according to them, challenge the very idea of

natural selection: the existence of endogenous (Chaps. 2 and 3) and exogenous but

not adaptive (Chap. 4) factors acknowledged today as explanatorily relevant; and

(Chap. 5) specific mathematical regularities (Fibonacci series, potential laws,…)

that also apply to other realms beyond biological phenomena (geology, psychology,

or even economics and sociology). Yet, taken together, all that these facts show is,

at most, that NS cannot, alone, explain everything about phenotype evolution. But,

as we said, all the parties had already agreed on this. The data presented in this part

are all compatible with the existence of bona fide adaptive explanations of the

evolution of traits. Part two, which is mainly conceptual, argues that there are not,

and there cannot be, such adaptive explanations. Here F&PP present their alleged

knock-down argument against NS to the effect that NS has not just little scope but

no explanatory import at all. The argument is based on NS’s (alleged) inability to

solve the problem of free-riding because of its (alleged) lack of counterfactual-

supporting components. This argument is our target in the rest of this paper.

Because it is independent of the empirical data summarized in Part I, we will not

discuss these data. If we are right and F&PP’s argument in Part II is wrong, and

there are sufficiently many and varied bona fide adaptive explanations that share a
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substantive explanatory mechanism, it might nevertheless be the case that, given the

data presented in Part I, such explanations are fewer than was originally expected.

Nothing in our contra-argument hinges on this.

Although their dialectics is not always easy to follow, we believe it is fair to take

the core of F&PP’s strategy here as being constituted by two steps:

(a) there is a valid argument with true premises that concludes that natural selection

cannot distinguish between selection of/for two coextensive properties; and

(b) when such a distinction is made in biological practice as a bona fide

explanation of the stabilization of a trait, biologists do not use any alleged

natural-selection principle that could be rightly considered to be part of an

alleged theory of natural selection: ‘‘the beef comes not from adaptationism

but from the details of natural history’’ (F&PP, p. 148).

An essential part of their defense of (i) is their claim there are no laws of natural

selection, in the minimal sense of counterfactual-supporting regularities. We are

going to defend that:

(a0) a correct analysis of the structure of NS and its explanations makes it clear

that the argument is flawed, which refutes their ‘‘in principle’’ case;

(b0) there actually are sufficiently rich and varied explanations in biological

practice that do share principles that can rightly be considered both adaptive

and explanatory, and thereby such explanations are not ‘‘disconnected natural

history’’ (this refutes their ‘‘in fact’’ case); and

(c0) a core principle involved in NS explanations, what we call its ‘‘guiding

principle’’, has a peculiar epistemic status, but the same happens in other bona

fide scientific theories like CM.

Therefore, nothing epistemically specific, much less defective, characterizes NS

in comparison to CM and other highly unified theories.

2 The Argument Based on Free-Riders

The problem of free-riding is the problem of coextensive properties that accompany

each other but such that only one is adaptively efficacious while the other free-rides on

the former. For instance, the heart both pumps blood and makes noise, yet it is selected

for pumping blood, not for making noise (which is inseparable from pumping blood).

The mouth/chin case is another well known example. In these cases we have selection-

of both but selection-for just one.2 F&PP are right in that, if we take into consideration

2 F&PP trace the phenomenon back to the arch-spandrel example in Gould and Lewontin (1979).

Although the arch-spandrel example is a case of trait free-riding (an adaptive trait correlated with another

non-adaptive one, like the mouth-chin case, cf. Gould 1977; Lewontin 1978), the discussion moves to the

blood-pumping vs noise-making kind of example, which is a case of function or effect free-riding (an

organ with an adaptive effect that is accompanied by another non-adaptive effect, cf. Gould and Vrba

1982, for these cases). Though the two cases differ in some important aspects, we, like F&PP and others

in this debate, will treat them here as equivalent in the respects relevant to this discussion, because both

require appropriate counterfactuals: ‘‘if organism O had trait t1 but not trait t2, it would have had, in

environment E, the same reproductive success’’ and ‘‘if trait/organ t performed action a1 but not action a2,

individuals with t would have had, in environment E, the same reproductive success’’.
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properties like ‘‘making noise’’, these cases are the norm and not the exception. A

theory of natural selection must then ground the distinction between the truth-values of

the following, and other analogous, counterfactuals3:

(PUMP) if the heart did not pump blood (but kept making noise), animals with

hearts would lose fitness/differential reproduction,

(NOISE) if the heart did not make noise (but kept pumping blood) animals with

hearts would lose fitness/differential reproduction.

Yet, F&PP contend, the alleged mechanism of natural selection cannot account

for this distinction. Since without this distinction NS has no explanatory power at

all, NS is unable to explain anything. Thus, it is not only that NS cannot provide the

whole story, it cannot provide any part of the story. NS has no explanatory import at

all.

But, why is NS unable to ground this distinction? F&PP shoot several bullets at

NS’s ability to support counterfactuals, the most serious argument being the last one

(F&PP, Chap. 7, already presented in Fodor, 2008a, p. 11), which is the one on

which, following Sober and others, we are going to focus.4 In this argument they

accept, as is actually accepted by everybody, that counterfactuals can be supported

not only by designer minds but also by natural laws, and then they proceed by

rejecting that there are laws in NS:

1 If t1 and t2 are coextensive traits, the distinction between selection for t1 and

selection for t2 depends on counterfactuals about which of them would be

selected in a possible world where the actual coextension is not valid.

2 The truth makers for such counterfactuals must be either (a) the intentions of the

agent that affects the selection, or (b) laws about the relative fitness of having

the traits.

3 Not (a) because there is no agent of natural selection.

4 Not (b) because considerations of contextual sensitivity make it unlikely there

are laws of relative fitness (‘‘laws of selection’’).

5 Therefore: Natural selection cannot explain the distribution of phenotypic traits

in biological populations

3 Godfrey-Smith (2008) seems not to agree that the difference of/for needs counterfactual differences:

‘‘we might make sense of the distinction between T1 and T2 using counterfactuals, but this is not the only

way. An inspection of the character of the causal processes themselves may suffice to show that T1 is

causally salient while T2 is not’’ (Godfrey-Smith 2008, p. 39). We believe that if T1 is causally salient and

T2 is not then there is one counterfactual (e.g. PUMP) which ‘‘obtains’’ in nature and other counterfactual

(e.g. NOISE) which does not. In this minimal sense we think that the distinction of/for amounts to

counterfactual differences. There may be other, stronger sense in which Godfrey-Smith is correct.
4 The previous three are, we think, clearly flawed, and, more importantly, they do not specifically involve

NS. If they were valid they would undermine any theory that studies non-intentional objects and

nevertheless uses counterfactuals (i.e. at least the whole of physics, chemistry, and biology): (1) ‘‘How

could selection be sensitive to the consequences of counterfactually removing t but not t0 if, in point of

fact, neither t nor t0 actually is removed? The answer is that it couldn’t’’ (F&PP, p. 112); (2) ‘‘Actual

causal relationships are not sensitive to counterfactual states of affairs: if it wasn’t the case that A, then the

fact that its being A would have caused its being B does not explain its [actual] being the case that B’’

(F&PP, p. 114); (3) ‘‘only minds are sensitive to distinctions among counterfactuals […] counterfactuals

have their effects…only via the meditation of minds […] and Mother Nature has no mind’’ (F&PP,

p. 116).
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The argument is formally valid (yet note that only if in premise 4 we clean away

the rhetoric qualification ‘‘it is very unlikely’’, for otherwise the conclusion should

be just the weaker ‘‘it is very unlikely that NS can explain…’’, and they want to

argue for the stronger conclusion 5; in many other passages they openly say that

there are no laws of selection, e.g. Fodor 2008a, pp. 8–11; F&PP, Chap. 7;

Afterwords, 2nd ed., pp. 183–185). We, with Sober and others, agree with premises

1–3 (at least for the sake of the present dialectics).5 Premise 4 is the problem.

True, if there were no laws, that is, if there were no counterfactual-supporting

generalizations/principles/regularities/models of selection, there would be no

counterfactual differences between selection of and selection for. But, is it the

case that there are no laws of selection, in this minimal counterfactual-supporting

sense? It must be emphasized that this minimal sense is the one that is relevant to

the debate. There is consensus among philosophers of biology that there are no laws

in NS in a stronger sense, i.e. laws similar to those in physics (maximally universal,

non-context-dependent, etc.). But there is no consensus at all (quite the contrary, as

this debate and the replies to F&PP show) that there are no laws in this relevant,

minimal sense, i.e. that there are no adaptive counterfactual-supporting regularities.6

All one needs to reply to F&PP, then, is to show that there are non-accidental (i.e.

counterfactual supporting) general facts (though maybe each one applying to quite

restricted domains) that can be correctly considered ‘‘adaptive’’.

We have thus reached the very core of F&PP’s case. Everything depends on

whether there are laws of selection in this relevant, minimal sense of counterfactual-

supporting general facts (no matter how domain-restricted each one is) with a

substantive, i.e. non-trivial, adaptive nature in common. Why do F&PP say that

there are no such adaptive modal general facts? The main reason they give against

the existence of laws of natural selection is the extreme locality and context-

sensitivity of the value of traits for fitness. Whether a trait favors fitness or not is

always strongly dependent on local conditions: ‘‘who wins a t1 versus t2 competition

is massively context sensitive … Whether a trait militates for creature’s

5 Somebody could disagree regarding 1, e.g. no need of counterfactuals for the distinction of/for (cf.

Godfrey-Smith 2010, last note); or regarding 2, e.g. if one buys counterfactual-supporting singular

causation without laws. Although we believe that the difference of/for is related to counterfactual

differences, and that counterfactual differences are grounded in nomic generalizations in the minimal

sense of ‘‘counterfactual-supporting generalizations’’, we do not want to enter into these issues now. In

any case, we concede F&PP 1 and 2 so that, if our response works with these concessions, it would also

work without them.
6 Part of the huge debate on laws in biology depends on what one understands by ‘‘law’’ (cf. e.g. Brandon

1997, Elgin 2003, Sober 1997, Rosenberg 1994). Here we make a minimal reading, i.e. principles or

regularities with counterfactual force, which is all we need here. In the F&PP debate, almost all parties

agree that the distinction selection of/for is causal, because properties selected for are causally efficacious

for differential reproduction but free riders are not, and also that this causal distinction needs

counterfactual differences. To avoid opening another front, we will not emphasize this causal reading of

the counterfactual differences [with which we agree in this case, cf. Martı́nez and Moya (2011), for a

recent discussion]; all we need for the point at stake here is the acceptance of regularities with

counterfactual force in NS, irrespective of whether this modal force is, in turn, explained in causal or

other terms. This minimal characterization of laws as counterfactual-supporting facts is similar to the one

defended in Dorato (2012), and it is also compatible with some current proposals about laws in biology in

particular, such as the ‘‘paradigmatic’’ (Carrier 1995) and ‘‘pragmatic’’ (Mitchell 1997) ones.
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fitness…always depends on what else is going on in the neighborhood’’ (F&PP,

pp. 123–124). That is, being big, or small, or green, or gray is not good or bad for

fitness per se; it depends on the conditions of the ecological niche.

Well, of course whether a trait is beneficial for differential reproduction depends

on the environment. This is the whole point of NS: it is only relative to

‘‘environmental pressures’’ that traits facilitate/impede reproduction-beneficial

functions, for example eating, escaping predators, mating, and others.7 Yet, all

this fact implies is not that there are no adaptive regularities with counterfactual

force, but just that NS laws are highly relational and essentially dependent on the

variable ‘‘environment’’ and therefore applicable to restricted domains. This,

though, does not make NS specifically problematic. First, it is not intrinsically

problematic even if NS were the only case, because context sensitivity and local

domain restriction do not cancel the modal force of nomic regularities. Second, NS

is not the only case, we find relational laws/counterfactual-supporting regularities

in other bona fide scientific theories in different fields (e.g. geology, meteorology,

cosmology, or economics).

On some occasions F&PP seem to appeal to other objection against NS laws,

namely that explanations of traits are sometimes, or often, extremely complex and

multilevel: the explanation of traits involves many things and often conceptual/

ontological machinery from different levels (cf. their analogy with the Napoleon

losing Waterloo example, F&PP, p. 133; cf also their ‘‘Afterword’’ to the 2nd ed.,

pp. 183–185). Again, when true, all this shows is that in these multilevel cases we

have explanations that involve inter-theoretical relationships. And again, these cases

by no means show that in these explanations there is no use of any NS principle/law

at all, which is the point at stake here.

All the reasons that F&PP offer against the existence of laws of selection are thus

compatible with the existence of (context-relative and domain-restricted) adaptive

counterfactual-supporting regularities. To clarify F&PP’s case, it is worth empha-

sizing that their denial of laws of selection, and consequently of adaptive

explanations, does not imply that according to them the evolution of traits is not

explainable. F&PP’s case is not that trait evolution cannot be explained. They insist

that traits are explained in bona fide biological practice, and counterfactually (and

indeed, according to them, causally) explained. Their point is, rather, that such

explanations are not provided by an alleged unified NS theory but by a kind of

natural history, i.e., a collection of particular independent explanations that have

nothing (non-truistic) in common: there is no mechanism common to different trait-

explanations that provides the kind of unifying explanatory resource that deserves

the label ‘‘theory’’:

‘‘When [explanations of the evolution of heritable traits] work it’s because they

provide plausible historical narratives, not because they cite covering laws. […]

adaptationism does not articulate the mechanisms of the selection of heritable

phenotypic traits; it couldn’t because there aren’t any mechanisms of the selection

7 That natural selection always operates through environmental pressures, what Darwin labeled ‘‘the

struggle of life’’, is correctly emphasized by Lennox and Bradley (1994) against more liberal readings,

e.g. Lewontin’s, which include in natural selection any (non-random drift) cause of differential

reproduction.
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of heritable phenotypic traits (as such)’’ (F&PP, p. 136, our emphasis; note that no

‘‘only very unlikely’’ caution is included here).

‘‘Natural selection theory is often said to provide a mechanism for the evolution

of phenotypes. That, however, is precisely what it doesn’t do. What explains why

there are the phenotypes there are is not natural selection but natural history […] the

beef comes not from adaptationism but from the details of natural history’’ (F&PP,

p. 148).

The book, however, does not contain any detailed reconstruction of some such

natural history-like explanation of trait-evolution. So we can not assess whether

what they consider acceptable trait-evolution explanations contain adaptive

principles playing an essential role. In the absence of this, let us turn to the

practice in biology and review some simple, paradigmatic examples, and analyze in

full detail another less simple one, and see whether there is some explanatory

component in common that is of an adaptive nature and carries modal force.

In the next two sections we will show that:

(i) there are (enough, paradigmatic, and varied) explanations of trait-evolution

that do have something nomic, i.e. counterfactual-supporting, in common;

(ii) this common explanatory mechanism can rightly be considered to be of an

‘‘adaptive’’ nature;

(iii) the sense in which all NS explanations share a common explanatory resource is

exactly analogous to the sense in which explanations in other bona fide

empirical theories, for example classical mechanics, share an explanatory

resource;

(iv) this common NS explanatory resource has a subtle epistemic status, but this is

not specific to NS, for the same happens with analogous principles in other

theories that have never been challenged (and F&PP do not want to challenge).

We take it that 1–4 are sufficient against F&PP’s case contra NS. Note that 3 and

4 are essential for our strategy: they block any possibility of continuing arguing

against NS on the basis of an alleged epistemic failure specific to NS.

3 NS—Explanations of Phenotypic Evolution and the General NS Principle

We are familiar with the kind of explanations NS provides for some simple

examples, for example the long neck of giraffes in their habitat, the colorful tail of

peacocks, or the change in color of moths in industrial Sheffield. In these and other

standard examples the explanation of the evolution of a trait relies on its utility, in a

given context, for improving the performance of a specific behavior or function8

which is beneficial for reproduction. In the case of giraffes, the length of their neck

improves, in the context, the performance of a function, food supply, which is good

for differential reproduction. In the still simple but more interesting case of black

8 Here, and henceforth, we use ‘‘function’’ in a neutral way, simply as a common label for things like

eating, escaping predators, attracting sexual partners, etc. We do not want to engage in the debate

regarding the use of a technical notion of function in biology in general and in evolutionary biology in

particular. Nothing in what follows hinges on which position one sides with in the function-debate.
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moths, after the change in the environment the blackness improves the performance

of a function, escaping predators, which is good for differential reproduction. And

so on. Here ‘‘function/behavior good for differential reproduction’’ means, roughly,

that groups of individuals that perform the function/behavior better tend, ceteris

paribus, to increase their relative ratio (without necessarily becoming the majority)

in the environment compared with others that perform the function less efficiently.

Let us now reconstruct a less simple example of a NS explanation, namely

Fisher’s model/explanation of the (approx.) 50–50 offspring sex ratio, and check

whether this explanation also makes use of an adaptive principle, although this use

may not be immediately apparent. We use here the simplified version given by

Sober,9 for it suffices for our present concerns and is also relevant to our discussion

of Sober’s position on NS a priori models in the next section.

‘‘Fisher’s model considers three generations—parents produce offspring who

then produce grand offspring. What mix of sons and daughters should a parent

produce if she is to maximize the number of grand-offspring she has? If there are

N individuals in the grand offspring generation, and if the offspring generation

contains m males and f females, then the average son has N/m offspring and the

average daughter has N/f offspring. A mother thereby gains a benefit of N/m from

each of her sons and a benefit of N/f from each of her daughters—these benefits

being the number of grand offspring they give her. So individuals in the offspring

generation who are in the minority sex on average have more offspring. Hence, the

best strategy for a mother is to produce offspring solely of the minority sex. On the

other hand, if the sex ratio in the offspring generation is 1:1, a mother cannot do

better than the other mothers in the population by having an uneven mix of sons and

daughters.’’ (Sober 1993, p. 16)

Let us analyze this model/explanation [here, also, we closely follow Sober (1993,

p. 17)].

• There are three generations: G1, the mother; G2, offspring; G3, grand offspring.

The mother has m sons and f daughters (G2).

• Upon random mating, the M sons and the F daughters generate a total of N grand

offspring (G3). The average son then has N/m offspring, and the average

daughter has N/f.

• E is the quantity of energy that the mother has to invest in offspring, and p is the

percentage invested in sons, so pE is the energy invested in male offspring and

(1 - p)E is the total energy invested in female offspring. p and (1 - p) indicate

then the energy distribution ratio for sons/daughters.

• Let the energy costs for each son and daughter be, respectively, Cm and Cf. Then

the number of sons equals p � E/Cm (total energy at the disposal for sons over the

energy cost of each son) and the number of daughters equals (1 - p) � E/Cf.

• Let the benefit received by the mother for each son and daughter be,

respectively, Bm and Bf. Then mother’s total benefit = Bm � [p � E/Cm] ? Bf �
[(1 - p) � E/Cf]

9 Cf. also Sober (2010). For the historical version cf. Fisher (1930); for Fisher’s sources, such as Darwin

(1871) and Düsing (1884), cf. Edwards (1998, 2000).
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• A different energy distribution p0 does better than p if:

Bm � ½p� � E=Cm� þ Bf � ½ð1� p�Þ � E=Cf �[ Bm � ½p � E=Cm� þ Bf ½ð1� pÞ � E=Cf �

which simplifies to: [(Bm/Cm) - (Bf/Cf)] � (p* - p) [ 0

• Because doing better is doing reproductively better (more on this important

condition later), then Bm = N/M and Bf = N/F. Substituting we obtain that p*

does better than p if:

½ðN=m � CmÞ � ðN=f � Cf Þ� � ðp� � pÞ[ 0

• Finally, at equal costs, i.e. when Cm = Cf, and simplifying, this reduces to:

ð1=m� 1=f Þ � ðp� � pÞ[ 0

Which means that p is optimum when f = m, i.e. when there is a tendency to equal

sex ratio, which is what we wanted to explain.

Thus, upon random mating and equal costs of sons/daughters, the birth sex ratio

approximates 50–50. Up to here, this is more or less standard analysis of Fisher’s

model. In order to make our point, let us schematize this explanation, emphasizing

its main components:

SexRat : IF ð1Þ random mating

ð2Þ cost per son ¼ cost per daughter

ð3Þ benefit provided per son=daughter is its average reproductive

contribution

THEN ð4Þ birth sex ratio approximates 50� 50

Different conditions may give rise to different outcomes (cf. Hamilton 1967). For

instance, if we change the initial condition (1) to (10) brother/sister mating, we obtain,

(40), a female sex ratio bias. If (2) is substituted by (200) ‘‘cost is proportional to

mortality’’ then we would obtain (400) a bias in the birth sex ratio in favor of the mortality

ratio. Other substitutions of (1) and/or (2) would give rise to other explananda.

What about (3)? (3) remains unchanged in all sex ratio explanations. This, we

claim, is the crucial NS component of sex ratio explanations: (3) is the specific

version that a general NS principle takes for these specific explananda. Although (3)

is sometimes not explicitly mentioned (e.g. Sober 2008a, p. 45), and other times

only mentioned in passing (e.g. Sober 1993, p. 17), it is crucial, for it is because of

(3) that SexRat is an adaptive model/explanation of NS. It is because (3) is a

particular application to sex ratio cases of a general NS principle that Fisher’s model

counts as a NS explanation. Very roughly, the NS general principle may be taken as

stating something like10:

NSGP: Phenotypic (heritable) trait t increases (/decreases) its chances for

spreading and stabilizing in environment E if it facilitates (/impedes) the

10 This version suffices for our present concerns. For a detailed discussion of a NS general principle, see,

e.g., Sober (1984, 1993), Brandon (1982, 1996), Kitcher (1993, § 2.4), Rosenberg and McShea (2008),

Ginnobili (2010); we will discuss NSGP in more detail in the next section.
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performance of a function or behavior B that enhances reproductive

success

In short: environmentally adaptive (heritable) traits increase their chances of

spreading and stabilizing (‘‘adaptive’’ summarizes the idea that the trait facilitates a

function that improves differential reproduction). This NSGP, together with a

specification of the function B that a given trait t improves in E, explains that such

t spreads in E. Note that, although, because of the existence of other non-adaptive

mechanisms of trait-change (e.g. genetic drift), the conditional is just ‘‘if’’ and not

‘‘if and only if’’, the aim is that this adaptive mechanism applies to sufficiently

many, varied and interesting cases of trait-evolution. Yet there is no need to include

this as a claim in the formulation of the law; it is ‘‘stated’’ not in the letter of the

principle but in the practice of its application, i.e. successfully applying this general

principle to more and more varied and interesting trait phenomena (more on this

crucial point later).

In our example, 3 includes the specific application of NSGP for the specific case

in which the trait t is having a particular m/f offspring ratio, and the function/

behavior B is just fecundity (an obvious reproduction-‘‘enhancer’’). 3 states that, in

this context, B’s benefit for reproductive success increases with the average number

of offspring. In other explanations, NSGP adopts other specific forms specifying the

reproductively beneficial function that, in the given environment, is performed

better with than without the trait:

– in the giraffe case, the length of the neck (t) through improving food supply (B)

– in the black moth case, their blackness (t) through improving escape from

predators (B)

– in the peacock case, the colorful tail (t), through improving sexual attraction (B).

Other more complex examples would show other less apparent functions/

behavior that enhance better reproductive success with than without the trait in

point. For example, a detailed reconstruction of the Lotka–Volterra predator–pray

model11 would show that it makes implicit use of a specific application of NSGP,

namely, that the predating ratio stabilizes when it maximizes differential

reproduction. And the same applies to other more complex explanations involving

two or more reproductively beneficial functions, e.g. the explanation for color

patterns in poeciliid fishes (cf. Endler 1983). Space constraints do not enable us to

reconstruct these and other cases in detail, but it can be shown that all have a

structure in which the explanans includes, together with initial and boundary

conditions, another condition with counterfactual force specifying the environmen-

tally beneficial function relevant to the particular trait-explanandum in point.

Thus, every explanatory NS model/conditional specifies, in its antecedent, initial

and boundary conditions, and another component which is the specific application

of NSGP for the particular explanandum stating the function which is beneficial for

differential reproduction and does better, in the relevant context, with than without

11 For our present exemplification concerns, it does not matter that this model’s simplicity makes it not

very successful when applied to real populations. The analysis of other more complex, and empirically

better suited models (e.g. the Rosenzweig–MacArthur model) would lead to a similar structure.
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the trait: eating, escaping predators, attracting sexual partners, reproducing with a

specific ratio, predating in a specific proportion. It is by means of these concrete

functions as specifications of the NSGP general mechanism that we can explain the

evolution of the trait in the specific environmental context. So, here we have the

hidden ‘‘mechanism’’ that F&PP deny: NSGP is what is common to/presupposed in

all natural selection explanations, and what makes NS a bona fide unified

explanatory theory. Every NS explanation makes use of a specific application of

NSGP to the specific explanandum in point.

Note that F&PP cannot object that NSGP is not a ‘‘mechanism’’ in the

mechanistic sense. If ‘‘mechanism’’ is so narrowly understood, then classical

mechanics would not qualify as a bona fide explanatory theory either, for not

gravity, nor elasticity, nor friction, … are present in all mechanical explanations,

and the only ‘‘explanatory resort’’ common to all mechanical explanations is

Newton’s second law, which obviously is not a mechanism in the narrow,

mechanistic sense. It is our claim that the same happens in NS: there is a common

explanatory mechanism, though not a mechanism ‘‘mechanistically’’ understood.

What F&PP might, and do, complain about is that NSGP is empty, truistic, or

trivial and therefore explanatorily useless and scientifically unacceptable. This is

their final bullet, to block which it is worth comparing NSGP with Newton’s

second law and its role in CM. We conclude this section by clarifying F&PP’s

charge of emptiness (and its relation with Sober’s thesis on the apriority of

adaptive models). In the next sections we elaborate our comparison with CM and

extract the consequences that allow us to definitively close F&PP’s case against

NS.

After arguing against the existence of laws of selection, F&PP take into

consideration a possible response by the friend of NS offering a general

nomological adaptive principle, actually very similar to our NSGP:

How about treating the theory of natural selection as a theory schema, perhaps

along the following lines: adaptationism makes the empirical claim that, for

each phenotypic trait (or, for each phenotypic trait that is an adaptation) there

is an ecological problem of which the trait selected-for was the solution.

Adaptationism per se does not say, in any particular case, either which

phenotypic trait was selected-for or which problem it was selected-for solving.

But it does say that, in any bona fide case of adaptation, there always is such a

trait and such a problem. This claim constitutes the basic empirical

commitment of the theory. (F&PP, p. 131, our emphasis).

F&PP seem to concede here that a NS unifying principle could be enough to block

their case. Yet, they immediately reply that such a principle does not work, because

it is ‘‘merely definitional’’, or empty, hence explanatorily useless, hence scientif-

ically unacceptable:

We think that’s fine if, but only if, ‘‘adaptation’’, ‘‘selection-for’’, etc., are

independently defined, so that (for example) ‘‘adaptations are traits that are

selected for’’ is a contingent truth rather than a definition. (F&PP, p. 131)
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And they object in a related vein in several places, e.g.:

the theory of natural selection reduces to a banal truth: ‘‘If a kind of creature

flourishes in a kind of situation, then there must be something about such

creatures (or such situations, or both) in virtue of which it does so.’’ Well, of

course there must; even a creationist could agree with that. (F&PP, p. 137, our

emphasis)

‘‘If, in the ecology they occupy, birds with wings are better off than birds

without them, there must be something about the birds, or about the ecology,

or about the two together, in virtue of which birds with wings are better off in

that ecology than birds without them. That’s just a routine application of the

principle of sufficient reason.’’ (F&PP, p. 148, our emphasis)

In the ‘‘Afterword’’ to the 2nd edition they insist that the only thing that different

‘‘adaptive’’ explanations may have in common is an explanatorily empty, and

therefore useless, ‘‘principle of sufficient reason’’, and that ‘‘[a]ll there is, is natural

history’’ (F&PP, 2nd ed, pp. 186–187, i.e. disconnected natural history). Thus,

according to F&PP the only allegedly adaptive mechanism that could be proposed

as common to different explanations of traits evolution is merely definitional, a

banal truth or a routine application of the principle of sufficient reason. This is then

their ultimate main objection: the only candidate for a counterfactual-supporting

adaptive regularity common to different traits explanations is actually merely

definitional, truistic or empty (cf Lewontin 2010, for a similar diagnosis of their

case), it thereby has no explanatory import and is unacceptable as the unifying

factor of a bona fide empirical theory.

The charge of emptiness behind F&PP’s denial of adaptive nomological

regularities echoes previous similar concerns in the philosophy of biology

literature.12 And here is where Sober comes in: although he defends NS from

F&PP’s attack, in his discussion with Fodor and other works he claims that,

compared with, e.g., CM, NS is epistemically peculiar in that its models are a priori

(a trait shared with other theories in the field of evolution and, perhaps, economics

also; cf. Sober 2011). This claim, despite Sober’s protests, is taken by Fodor in his

support. Although Sober insists that the a priori components do not make NS

explanatorily empty, Fodor argues that this peculiarity, correctly understood, makes

NS trivial, hence explanatorily useless and scientifically unacceptable (Sober and

Fodor 2010). Everything, then, finally depends on whether NS contains certain

components that are ‘‘empty’’ in a specific defective sense compared with other

bona fide theories such as CM. If it does, F&PP win; if it does not, they lose. After

clarifying what Sober takes to be a priori, we will show in the next section that, in

the sense in which one can say that NS contains empirically ‘‘empty’’ or a priori

components, the same applies to other bona fide theories, including CM. This, we

claim, definitively eliminates the small space that, unwillingly, Sober leaves to

F&PP to continue arguing.

12 The first reference is probably Mivart (1898, p. 272). The charge has been recurrent, and made even by

prominent philosophers of science, for example Popper (1963, ‘‘as tautological’’; 1972, 1976, as

‘‘unfalsifiable metaphysical program’’). Cf., e.g., Sober (1984, Chap. 2), Rosenberg (1985, Chap. 5.2),

and Lennox (2001) for discussion and references on different aspects of this issue.
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What does Sober take to be a priori in NS? What he initially (cf. Sober 1993,

2008a, b, 2011) takes to be a priori is contained in the following quote that takes

Fisher’s model as an example:

I think that Fisher’s theory is a mathematical truth; the consequent follows

mathematically from the antecedent once everything is stated carefully. (Sober

2008a, p. 45, our emphasis; cf. also Sober 2011)

We take this to claim that conditionals like the above SexRat: IF 1, 2, and 3 THEN 4

are a priori. Thus, the first interpretation of Sober’s claim is (Sober1): ‘‘In NS

explanatory conditionals, the antecedent a priori implies the consequent’’. Sober1 is

true, as Fisher’s model, Hardy–Weinberg’s ‘‘law’’, Lotka–Volterra’s model and

many other a priori conditionals exemplify. Yet, the immediate reaction here is to

contend that this is not specific to NS compared with, say, CM: given certain initial

conditions, together with (a specific application of) the second law and certain other

empirical assumptions, we a priori infer, for instance, Galileo’s free fall regularities,

or Kepler’s planetary movement, or the pendulum trajectory, or…. Therefore we

have the same kind of a priori conditionals in CM and, in general, in any

explanatory theory. Recently, Sober has accepted this objection and has qualified

what he considers to be specifically a priori in NS:

The objection I want to consider claims that the pattern I have described in

evolutionary theory applies trivially to all scientific theories. For example,

consider Newtonian mechanics, which is generally taken to be an empirical

theory. Because this theory (T) allows one to deduce a prediction (P) from a

specification of initial and boundary conditions (IB), we can construct a

conditional of the form ‘‘If IB and T, then P’’ that is a priori true. The

objection is correct that T’s being empirical does not prevent this construction

from being carried out. But the situation in evolutionary theory is different.

The models I have described are a priori; they have the form ‘‘if IB, then P’’;

there is no empirical law in the antecedent. (Sober 2011, our emphasis).

Thus, what Sober now takes as specifically a priori in NS is this: (Sober2) ‘‘NS

explanatory conditionals are of the form ‘‘if IB, then P’’ containing no empirical law

in the antecedent’’ (Sober takes ‘‘non-empirical’’ and ‘‘a priori’’ as synonymous in

this context). This new sense has two possible readings. First reading: ‘‘the

antecedent contains no laws, and a fortiori no empirical laws, i.e. the antecedent

contains only I and B’’. Yet upon this reading Sober2 cannot be true. We have seen

that the conditional that summarizes Fisher’s model makes essential use of (3) in its

antecedent, and (3) is neither in I nor in B. According to us, (3) is a substantive NS

claim as a particular application of NSGP. But bracketing our specific proposal

about (3) for a moment, it is uncontroversial that (3), which is common to all sex-

ratio explanations, is essential for the conclusion obtained and is neither an initial

nor a boundary condition. So the antecedent cannot contain only I and B. Note that

if it contained only I and B, then F&PP would actually have a strong point: NS

explanations would not have anything in common, because I and B change from one

explanation to another. Sober, though, contends many times that NS explanations do

have something in common. So, this first reading is neither sustainable nor
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consistent with Sober’s other claims. The only possible alternative reading is that

the antecedent contains no empirical laws but contains an extra component other

than I and B which, although explanatorily necessary, is not empirical but a priori. If

this is the case, then, what all NS explanations have in common would be a priori.

Hence, once Sober abandons Sober1 as a characterization of the a priori components

of NS, and if one considers that aprioricity implies empirical emptiness, the only

acceptable reading of Sober2 is to attribute to NS a peculiarity related to F&PP’s

emptiness objection. This might explain why, despite Sober’s protests and

insistence that aprioricity does not imply explanatory uselessness, Fodor finds

some air in Sober’s comments on the aprioricity of NS models. Thus, to definitely

block F&PP’s case, it is crucial to clarify whether, or in what sense, NS explanatory

models make use of epistemically peculiar (empirically empty?, a priori?)

theoretical tools, what the role of NSGP in NS explanations is, and whether NS

is alone in this practice or in good company.

4 Natural Selection, Classical Mechanics, and Guiding Principle-Based
Explanatory Theories

Recall F&PP’s description of what a friend of NS could say quoted above:

‘‘Adaptationism per se does not say, in any particular case, either which phenotypic

trait was selected-for or which problem it was selected-for solving. But it does say

that, in any bona fide case of adaptation, there always is such a trait and such a

problem’’ (our emphasis). We take F&PP’s ‘‘adaptationism per se’’ to be pretty

close to our NSGP, a principle telling us that in every specific case we have to find

out the function that, in the specific environment, facilitates differential reproduc-

tion better with the trait than without it. Is this ‘‘merely definitional’’, as they

complain? Or is it rather a perfectly acceptable explanatory unifying principle? It is

our claim that NSGP is no more definitional than Newton’s second law is. Although

many decades ago there was some discussion as to whether the second law is a

definition, for a long time now there has been a robust consensus that at least it is not

an explicit definition, i.e. a dispensable one. It can be taken as an implicit definition

of ‘‘mass’’ and ‘‘force’’, in the Ramsey–Carnap–Lewis sense in which the axioms

are implicit definitions of theoretical terms (Dı́ez 2005), which makes these terms T-

theoretical in a theory T, i.e. introduced by the theory, in contrast to other terms that

the theory borrows from other theories (Balzer et al. 1987). But, leaving some

subtleties aside, all parties agree that in this respect the axioms involved in these

implicit definitions (either all or only some special central ones in the theory) have

empirical content and are essential for the explanatory power of the theory.

Although it is difficult to fully clarify what this empirical content is, there is no

discussion as to whether these implicit definitions are present in theories like CM,

thermodynamics and others. Thus, again, if NSGP is ‘‘definitional’’ in this implicit-

definition sense, then no special shame for NS, no more than for CM,

thermodynamics and other never questioned theories. Let us see this in more detail

by comparing NS and CM in this regard.
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What we have identified in NS is a case of what has been called ‘‘guiding

principles’’, already identified in theories like CM (Newton’s second law),

thermodynamics (Gibbs’ equation), classical genetics (Lorenzano 2000) and other

highly unified theories (Moulines 1984). As a guiding principle Newton’s second

law RF = m � a can be read as follows:

CMGP: When mass particles change their motion, look for forces that when added

up account for the change in motion

In a similar vein, as a guiding principle NSGP could be read, roughly, as:

NSGP: When a trait changes in a population, look for its adaptive force, i.e. for

some function or behavior that, in the given environment, enhances

reproductive success better with than without the trait

Analogously to the way in which different particle-trajectories are explained

appealing to different kinds of force (gravitational, frictional, elastic, etc.), different

trait-evolutions are explained by appealing to different reproductive/adaptive needs:

food supply, escaping predators, attracting sexual partners, fighting sexual rivals,

having a specific proportion of male–female offspring, etc. To explain a specific

particle-trajectory/trait-evolution is to find a specific version of the general

nomological dependence. To consider a particle trajectory as a mechanical

trajectory, and thus to accept it as a CM explanandum, is to trust that we are

going to find specific forces, masses, and a specific form of CMGP that imply the

trajectory. And not all trajectories are treated in this way: for instance, a pen in

someone’s fingers doing funny things at her will is not (at least not until we reduce

psychology to CM13). More interestingly, light beams (in classical physics) were

treated as a CM explanandum for a while, but ceased to be so considered later.

Analogously, to consider a trait-evolution as a natural selection phenomenon, and

thus accept it as a NS explanandum, is to trust that we are going to find a specific

adaptive problem in the environment and a function that affects differential

reproduction differently when performed with the trait than without it. And not

every trait-trajectory is treated in this way. If we cut the tail of every male lion at

birth for generations, this trait-trajectory would not count as a possible explanandum

for NS. More interestingly, changes in traits due to random drift or horizontal

transmission do not count as explananda for natural selection.14

13 Of course CM aims to (and in fact does) explain the pen’s trajectory in terms of the hand’s trajectory

(and some auxiliary assumptions). But it does not aim to explain the intentional movement of the hand/

arm itself, or to be more precise, to explain the neural event (which bio-mechanically explains the

movement of the hand/arm) in terms of subject’s intentions. Whether materialism is true is an open issue;

and even if, as we think, intentionality is ontologically reducible to, or at least supervenient on,

physicality, it does not follow that intentional explanations reduce to physical explanations. Thus to

exclude intentional movements from CM’s explanatory scope does not require granting the existence of

‘‘magic powers’’ or the like (we thank an anonymous referee for asking for a clarification on this point).
14 Trait-evolutions with direct human breeding intervention count as selection explananda, but of

artificial selection rather than natural selection; one could include them in NS if, as we think we should,

one includes intentional human intervention of this kind as a possible ‘‘natural’’ selective pressure among

others, but we cannot discuss this independent issue here.
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This point is worth emphasizing. Does the fact that CM does not aim to apply to

particle-trajectories like the funny movement of a pen in someone’s hand need to be

said ‘‘explicitly in the laws’’, e.g. in the second law? No! CM ‘‘says’’ that a specific

trajectory is mechanical by explaining it via a CM specific law. CM practitioners

consider a specific trajectory as a candidate for a mechanical one by trying to find a

specific CM law that explains it. There is no need to explicitly say in a law ‘‘a

mechanical trajectory is…’’. A mechanical trajectory is any trajectory successfully

explained by a particular application of CMGP. It is only in this implicit sense that

the second law ‘‘says’’ what a mechanical trajectory is. The same applies to NS:

there is no need to explicitly say ‘‘a naturally selected trait evolution is…’’. All we

need is, when one considers that a specific trait evolution is naturally selected, to try

to find a function that in the relevant environment affects differential reproduction

differently with the trait than without it. And the belief that a vast majority of trait-

evolutions are (at least partially) NS-explainable is implicitly shown by NS practice

explaining more and more trait evolutions by specific applications of NSGP. Note

that the fact that guiding principles are sometimes (as in NS and classical genetics,

and contrary to what happens in CM and thermodynamics) ‘‘implicit’’, i.e.

implicitly used or presupposed in explanations yet not explicitly formulated, does

not imply that such principles are true by definition (so we are not guilty of the

definitional strategy that F&PP attribute to Godfrey-Smith and Sober, and rejoin, in

the ‘‘Afterword’’ to the 2nd ed., pp. 179–180), nor that there cannot be phenomena

to which they are not designed to apply.

The picture that emerges here is very close to what Kuhn says about disciplinary

matrices, nomic generalizations, and exemplars/applications. According to Kuhn, in

highly unified theories like CM there are some generalizations that are not ‘‘specific

laws’’ but rather ‘‘schemes’’ which take specific forms for specific problems/

applications:

generalizations [like f = ma…] are not so much generalizations as general-

ization-sketches, schematic forms whose detailed symbolic expression varies

from one application to the next. For the problem of free fall, f = ma becomes

mg = md2s/dt2. For the simple pendulum, it becomes mg sena = -md2s/dt2.

For coupled harmonic oscillators it becomes two equations, the first of which

may be written m1d2s1/dt2 ? k1s1 = k2(d ? s2 - s1). More interesting

mechanical problems, for example the motion of a gyroscope, would display

still greater disparity between f = ma and the actual symbolic generalization

to which logic and mathematics are applied. (Kuhn 1970, p. 465)

It is striking how much this passage resembles F&PP’s quote above discussing an

analogous interpretation of NS (and rejecting it as defective in a sense in which

theories such as CM are not!). This Kuhnian idea has been elaborated in detail by

Sneedian structuralism with the notions of specialization and theory-net, and has

been applied to several sufficiently robust and unified theories.15 For instance, the

15 For a standard and totally precise exposition, and application to CM, thermodynamics and other

theories cf. Balzer et al. (1987). For a more informal presentation, see Moulines (2002). The program

originates in Sneed (1971), and Kuhn (1976) acknowledges that it is the approach that captures his

proposal best.
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CM theory-net looks (at a certain historical moment) like follows (only some

terminal nodes are shown here, and in a simplified version, but this suffices for our

present exemplification concerns):

The net has CMGP, Newton’s second law, as the top unifying nomic component,

and opens down different branches for different phenomena/explananda, branches

that can be reconstructed in different steps: first, space-dependent forces versus

velocity-dependent ones; then the space-dependent branch specializes into direct

and indirect space-dependent; direct space-dependent branch specializes in turn into

linear negative space-dependent and…; inverse space-dependent branch specializes

into square inverse and…; at the bottom of every branch we have a totally specific

law that is the version of the guiding principle for a specific phenomenon: pendula,

gravitation, inclined planes, etc. (Kuhn’s ‘‘detailed symbolic expressions’’). Note

that the top–bottom relationship is not one of implication or derivation, but of

specialization in the structuralist sense (Balzer et al. 1987, Chap. IV): bottom laws

are specific versions of top ones, i.e. they specify some functional dependences that

are left partially open in the laws above in the branch.

This brief sketch suffices to clarify the peculiar epistemic status of guiding

principles like CMGP and NSGP. What is crucial, and this was already emphasized

by Kuhn, is that these top general principles cannot be empirically tested ‘‘in

isolation’’: they can be tested, and eventually falsified, only through one of its

specific versions for a specific phenomenon (that is why, after a failed prediction,

one may change the general principle—Kuhn’s revolutions—but can also try to fix

the anomaly by modifying only the specific law—Kuhn’s normal science). In this

sense guiding principles are ‘‘programmatic’’ or heuristic: they tell us the kind of

things we should look for when we want to explain a specific phenomenon. But

taken in isolation, without their specializations, they say empirically very little.

They can be considered, when considered alone, ‘‘empirically non-restrict’’.16

16 This term is Moulines’ (1984); Kuhn uses ‘‘quasi analytic’’ (Kuhn 1976), Dı́ez (2002) ‘‘concept-

constitutive’’ and Lorenzano (2006) ‘‘synthetic a priori’’ (also used in Kuhn 1990). If one thinks that
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For instance, in the case of Newton’s second law, it is always formally possible to fit

any trajectory, no matter how rare or artificial, if one accepts any kind of function,

no matter how artificial or crazy; such crazy functions, though, are not acceptable as

‘‘mechanical’’ specializations of CMGP for they are not relevantly similar to other,

paradigmatic ones (this is part of the essential pragmatic role of Kuhnian

paradigms). The epistemic status of such guiding principles, then, is subtle. It is not

well captured by simply saying that they are ‘‘empty’’: though they (taken alone) are

empirically non-restrict, they are not dispensable definitions, truisms or simple

applications of the principle of sufficient reason. Once they are correctly

understood, one can qualify them with the term one likes best, but this does not

make them empty in the same way as ‘‘bachelors are unmarried’’ or ‘‘acceleration is

the second derivative of space over time’’ are. One might perfectly well call them

simply ‘‘a priori’’, but this does not make them analogous to ‘‘every closed trilateral

polygon has three angles’’, or to a priori implications like SexRat.

It is our claim that NS is analogous to CM in these respects, which are the

relevant respects in the current debate. NSGP is common to all NS-specific

explanations in that it specializes down into different specific versions for different

adaptive phenomena, every specialization specifying the kind of function beneficial

for differential reproduction that is differently performed in the environment with

than without the trait: selection by survival, by partner mating, by fecundity, etc.;

the survival branch specializes, in turn, into food supply, escaping predators, etc.;

the partner mating branch in turn into sexual attraction, rival competition, etc.17 NS

theory-net thus has a structure similar to CM, in which every node group a family of

functions of the same ‘‘adaptive kind’’ at a specific level [we represent here only

part of the net, which suffices for the purposes of exemplification’s sake; cf.

Ginnobili (2010), for a more complete, and slightly different, proposal within the

same structuralist framework]

Footnote 16 continued

guiding principles are constitutive of the content of theoretical concepts, then such principles are obvi-

ously connected with the analytic/synthetic distinction. Important as this issue is, it is independent of

F&PP’s case, for it applies equally to NS and to CM; for reasons of space we cannot discuss it here (see

references in this footnote for a discussion).
17 We have avoided explicitly talking of ‘‘fitness’’ in the text (thus our use of the long winded ‘‘a trait

performing better a function that is beneficial for reproduction’’), for there is a huge discussion in the

literature about different meanings of the term and its role in NS that is not essential for our debate and

may cause confusion. But there is one important comment worth making here. This net-like guiding

principle-driven picture of unified theories also helps to answer a recurrent question involving fitness in

the philosophy of evolution, namely, how general fitness is related with specific physical traits and

functions (cf. e.g. Rosenberg 1978, 1983; Sober 1993; Brandon 1990). We refer here to ecological fitness,

not to statistical fitness characteristic of population genetics (this terminology is Rosenberg and

Bouchard’s 2002, but the distinction is made by other authors using different terms; cf. Sober 1993;

Matthen and Ariew 2002; Ariew and Lewontin 2004; Pigliucci and Kaplan 2006). The answer is that, in

this net-like picture of NS, general ecological fitness is a general concept for the fact, stated by NSGP,

that there is some ecological problem that is better solved with certain trait than without it, but it is in the

particular specializations/applications of the principle that the specific functions and physical traits are

mentioned. This structural answer seems to us clearer than other metaphysical ones in terms of

supervenience (Rosenberg 1978; Sober 1993) or propensity (Brandon 1990). We thank S. Ginnobili for

pointing out the connection to us and for proposing the structural, or meta-theoretical, solution.
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5 Guiding Principle-Driven Explanations and Counterfactual Import

We are now in a position to answer the original question raised by F&PP’s

challenge: How does NS, as a unified explanatory practice, ground the relevant

counterfactual differences? Answer: in exactly the same way in which CM grounds

the corresponding relevant counterfactual differences; differences, for instance,

between: (DIST) ‘‘if Mercury’s distance from the Sun were different, its velocity

would be different’’ and (COL) ‘‘if Mercury had a different color, its velocity would

be different’’ [both read with ceteris paribus clauses, like (PUMP) and (NOISE)].

Which is this way? Let us follow it step by step:

• First, explanations have counterfactual import. How does CM account for the

difference between (DIST) and (COL)? (DIST) is, and (COL) is not, true

according to CM because there is an explanatory model of planets’ velocity at

the bottom of one branch of the CM theory-net with distance to the Sun as

relevant initial condition, but there is no explanatory model with color as a

relevant initial condition for planet’s velocity. We take that this is uncontro-

versial as an explication of how CM accounts for the relevant counterfactual

differences in mechanics. Generalizing: a counterfactual ‘‘if c were the case,

then e would be the case’’ is true according to a theory T if T has a branch with

an explanatory model that includes c (or not c) as a relevant initial condition in

its explanans and includes e (or not e) in its explanandum. Thus, when one is

asked to show how a theory accounts for counterfactual differences it suffices to

show that it includes explanatory models of one kind but not of the other. And

this is precisely what happens in NS and its relevant counterfactual differences:

(PUMP) is true for there is an explanatory model in a branch of the NS theory-

net that specifies pumping as beneficial for survival, hence for reproduction;

(NOISE) is not true for there is no branch that specifies making noise as

beneficial etc. The same applies to other relevant counterfactuals in NS such as:

‘‘if trees in moths’ environment had not become dark, moths would not have

(ceteris paribus) become black’’, ‘‘if moths’ predators had disappeared, moths

would not have (ceteris paribus) become black’’, or ‘‘if cost per male were

higher than cost per female, then the sex ratio would be male-biased’’, etc. All

these counterfactuals are true according to NS because NS contains the

corresponding explanatory models that ground them in the aforementioned

sense, just as in CM and in any other explanatory theory.

• Second, the counterfactual import of explanations relies on the use they make of

nomic, i.e. non-accidental regularities. In the case of (DIST) in CM, the relevant
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explanation makes use of the nomic correlation between distance and velocity (law

of gravitation). In the case of (PUMP) in NS, the relevant explanation makes use of

the nomic correlation between pumping and blood circulation and this in turn with

survival and differential reproduction, i.e. (approximately) ‘‘in context…, heart-

pumping facilitates (the survival function) blood circulation, which is beneficial

for differential reproduction’’. And similarly in the other cases, specifying the trait

that in the context facilitates the relevant (kind of) function beneficial for

differential reproduction: ‘‘in context…, colorful tail facilitates (the mating

function) sexual attraction, which is beneficial etc.’’; ‘‘…dark wings facilitate (the

survival function) escaping predators, which etc.’’ And asking why blood

circulation (hence survival and differential reproduction) nomically depends on

pumping and not on noise, is tantamount to asking why velocity depends on

distance and not on color: the world contains some nomic (causal, if one likes)

connections but not others. There might be some concerns with this primitiveness

of nomic facts, but whatever our reaction is, it must be the same in NS and in CM.

It is worth emphasizing that the facts just mentioned involved in NS explanations

are general (i.e. they are not singular facts, they apply to populations, groups or

the like, no matter how small) and non-accidental (i.e. with modal force, hence

counterfactual supporting). It is true that these facts can be highly environmen-

tally-relational and domain-restricted, but neither context-sensitivity nor domain-

restriction cancels out their general and non-accidental character.

• Third, these general non-accidental facts are also of adaptive nature. The way in

which NS accounts for the relevant counterfactual differences is not ‘‘discon-

nected natural history’’: the nomic regularities used in different explanations in

different branches are all ‘‘adaptive’’ for they are specific instantiations of

NSGP. Just as in the case of CM, which (F&PP surely agree) is not disconnected

natural history at all: its guiding principle
P

F = m � a unifies the different

explanatory models. Thanks to this unifying principle, we can see different

explanations as ‘‘similarly mechanical’’ and how different mechanical forces

have a combined effect. Likewise in NS: its guiding principle NSGP unifies

different explanatory models, and because of this we can see different

explanations as ‘‘similarly adaptive’’ and how different ‘‘adaptive forces’’ and

different environmental pressures have a combined effect. Both features are

worth stressing. On the one hand, thanks to its net-like unified structure upon

CMGP, we have in CM that Earth–Moon and Sun–Mars systems are

‘‘mechanically’’ similar (i.e. gravitational rotation systems); that planets and

electrons are ‘‘mechanically’’ more similar to each other (i.e. rotational forces)

than to pendula; but pendula and springs are more similar to each other (i.e.

oscillators) than to planets. Likewise, because of its net-like unified structure

upon NSGP, we have in NS that black wings in moths and green skin in lizards

are ‘‘adaptively’’ similar (i.e. escaping predators); that big horns in elks and

colorful tails in peacocks are ‘‘adaptively’’ more similar to each other (i.e.

mating-adaptive) than to moths’ darkness; but moth’s darkness and giraffes’

necks are more similar to each other (i.e. survival-adaptive) than to peacock’s

tails. On the other hand, different mechanical forces, e.g. gravitation and

friction, have a mechanical combined effect. Likewise, different adaptive forces,
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e.g. mating and survival, also have a combined adaptive effect [some trait may,

in a context, be good for partner attraction but bad for escaping predators, e.g.

the colorful tail may be good for mating but bad for survival; for a combined

effect, cf also the poeciliid case mentioned above; see Dobzhansky et al. (1977),

for a discussion of combined selective pressures]; we will discuss these features

further in Sect. 6.

So this is how guiding principle-driven unified theories support the relevant

counterfactuals. Note that, although epistemically subtle, neither CMGP nor NSGP

is banal or truistic at all. CMGP does not simply say that ‘‘there is something’’

responsible for the trajectory, it says the kind of something, i.e. a mechanical force.

Likewise, NSGP is what implicitly guides NS explanatory research, saying not merely

that ‘‘there is something’’ in virtue of which the trait increases/decreases its presence,

but the kind of something one has to look for, namely, an adaptive pressure and a trait

performing the reproductively relevant function better/worse. Though empirically

non-restrict taken in isolation, this unifying factor is neither simply empty nor a banal

application of the principle of sufficient reason, nor a dispensable explicit definition.

This characterization, using the Kuhnian-structuralist framework, of NS as a

unified guiding principle-driven theory is in complete agreement with NS practice, as

the analysis of Fisher’s model and other examples shows. And it is also in agreement

with, and helps to understand better, sensible presentations of NS, like the one

discussed above attributed by F&PP to the recalcitrant friend of NS, or the following

one by Brandon (strikingly similar to, and strikingly independent of, the one by Kuhn

quoted above), which we think this Kuhnian-structuralist analysis makes clearer:

The principle of natural selection is an organizing principle, or to put it

another way, a schematic law. As a general schema it is without empirical

biological content, but it does serve to structure particular biological

explanations of differential reproduction. In such instantiations the disposi-

tional relationship of adaptedness is cashed out in terms of differences in

particular traits. […] The instance of the principle of natural selection [for the

moth’s case] would state:

(Probably) If moth a has darker colored wings than b in (this particular) E,

then a will have more offspring than b in E.

Clearly an instantiation of the principle concerning a particular population in

particular environment has empirical biological content and explanatory value.

[…] The instantiations of the general schema have empirical biological

content but they are not general, they apply only to particular populations

under particular environmental conditions. Thus if we are to have a general

theory of evolution, as opposed to numerous unconnected low-level theories

concerning the evolution of particular populations in particular environmental

settings, the principle of natural selection as general schema is necessary.18

18 Brandon (1996, pp. 51–52); see also Brandon (1978, 1982); cf. McShea and Brandon (2010) for a

different, and according to us less helpful, comparison to CM. For other references less similar to our

Kuhnian-structuralist analysis but pointing also to the puzzling character of a NS general principle, cf.

Sober (2008a, p. 47; 1993, p. 129), Kitcher (1982, p. 60), Resnik (1997, pp. 42–47), Rosenberg (1994,

p. 122) and Endler (1986, p. 12).
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The notion of a guiding principle that specializes in different particular laws for

different, particular explananda helps to make coherent the idea contained in this

quote, and in other works in philosophy of evolution, according to which the core

principle of NS is neither empirically specific nor empirically trivial. Without a

meta-theoretical analysis along the Kuhnian-structuralist lines we have offered such

idea remains, we think, obscure. The proposal elaborated here is thus useful for a

correct understanding, and better articulation, of this and other sensible character-

izations of NS.

To conclude our appraisal of the use of a priori tools in NS, there are two main

senses in which there are theoretical tools that may be qualified as ‘‘a priori’’:

AP1 In the models/explanatory conditionals of the kind ‘‘If I & B & T, then P’’,

the consequent-explanandum follows, strictly speaking, a priori from the

antecedent-explanans

AP2 The explanans contains, for a particular explanandum, a specific version/

specialization of a general guiding principle which: (1) is presupposed in an

analogous manner by any other explanation of the theory; (2) thus provides

the unifying factor of the theory; (3) is empirically non-restrict taken in

isolation and can be tested only through some of its specific specializations;

and (4) has, in this sense, a specific epistemic status that might be qualified as

‘‘a priori’’, yet not in the AP1 or ‘‘bachelors are unmarried’’ senses

And (this is the crucial conclusion for our response to F&PP) in neither of these

two senses is NS specifically different from other bona fide empirical theories like

CM. Classical mechanics, thermodynamics, …and natural selection do behave

similarly in the respects relevant to the point at stake here. This is what a detailed

reconstruction of the structure of highly unified theories, and their explanations,

shows. This is just (as Kuhn pointed out and Sneedian structuralism makes precise)

what being a unified explanatory theory involves: to be a guiding principle-driven

explanatory machinery.

Once it has been shown that NSGP is no more ‘‘merely definitional’’ or ‘‘banal’’

than Newton’s second law, F&PP should withdraw, for they themselves have

accepted that the friend of NS could block their case with a general adaptive

principle (basically identical to our NSGP) ‘‘if, but only if’’ (sic) such a principle is

not merely definitional. And it is not: no more than Newton’s second law. They

should, then, either continue to reject NS, but together with CM and any other

guiding principle-driven theory, or acknowledge that NS is a perfectly bona fide

explanatory unified theory. There is no other coherent tertium datur.

6 Discussion: The Analogy with CM

We will end by clarifying some of the issues related to our key analogy between

natural selection and classical mechanics, which is crucial for our strategy against

F&PP: the charge of a specific defectiveness of NS, compared with bona fide

explanatory theories, for example CM, vanishes if one shows that the alleged

defective traits of NS are shared by CM and, actually, are essential to any highly
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unified explanatory theory. We will proceed in the form of answers to possible

objections.

6.1 Contrary to Newton’s Second Law, NSGP is not a law, at least

not in the usual sense, but just a heuristic principle

We have tried to be careful in speaking of NSGP and not to use ‘‘law’’ but

‘‘principle with counterfactual-supporting force’’, which is the minimum sense of

‘‘nomic component’’ required for this debate. We claim that its programmatic or

heuristic character is compatible with its (though peculiar) counterfactual-

supporting nature. The problem is that it is odd to talk of NSGP’s nomological

character considered ‘‘in isolation’’, without its specializations for different

explananda. But if we consider it ‘‘together with its specializations’’ within a

unified theory-net, then, terminological differences aside, its counterfactual-

supporting nature is undeniable. And, most importantly, it is on a par in this

respect with CMGP: if having a heuristic character were enough to disqualify it as

nomological-in-the-sense-of-counterfactual-supporting, then Newton’s second law

RF = m � a would not be a ‘‘law’’ either, for the same heuristic character applies to

it in CM (and to other guiding principle ‘‘laws’’ in other theories).

6.2 NSGP seems more void than CMGP in that if, as seems to be our implicit

use, the functions we refer to are relevant for reproduction, then

the principle reduces, approximately, to something like: ‘‘a function

or behavior relevant for reproduction that performs better/worse

with a heritable trait produces an increase/decrease of the number

of individuals with the trait’’, which sounds more void than CMGP19

Yet, even in this simplified version it is essential to include, as we did above, a

ceteris paribus clause: ‘‘a function…produces, ceteris paribus (i.e. if no other—

adaptive or non-adaptive—trait transmission pressures intervenes),…’’. Compare

this now with a similar simplified version of CMGP: ‘‘a positive/negative force

produces, ceteris paribus (i.e. if no other trajectory-modifying factor intervenes) an

increase/decrease in the quantity of motion’’. We don’t think that this is more void

than the former, in particular if we keep in mind that ‘‘force’’ means in CM (i.e. it is

implicitly defined as) ‘‘mechanically modifying trajectory factor’’; as we empha-

sized in Sect. 4, CMGP is, when considered in isolation, empirically non-restricted.

Thus, it is true that if we conceive of adaptive functions as those relevant for

reproduction, what we claim in NSGP taken in isolation is very little, but it is also

true that if we conceive of mechanical forces as those relevant for trajectory change,

what we claim with CMGP taken in isolation is very little also. As we said above,

without their specializations both principles sound equally ‘‘empty’’. They look

more like a promise than like a particular empirical claim: when you see a change in

trajectory/trait, look for forces/reproductive-relevant-functions-and-environmental-

changes that account for it. In this regard both principles look similar. To repeat,

19 We want to thank an anonymous referee for this and the next objection.
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they just tell you the kind of thing you have to look for. This is very little, but

enough to make them stronger than the mere principle of sufficient reason ‘‘if

something happens it is because of something’’. Yet, as we also insisted, this

becomes apparent only when particular applications of the principles are postulated/

discovered. Without specific forces/adaptations these principles are explanatorily

empty, just empirically void promises. One succeeds in mechanically explaining a

trajectory when one comes out with a specific force that pre/retrodicts the trajectory.

Likewise, one succeeds in adaptively explaining a change in trait distribution if one

comes out with a specific reproductively relevant function or behavior that, in the

environment, performs better/worst with the trait and so pre/retrodicting the trait

evolution. And why, as F&PP ask, some explanations include certain factors and no

others? Why pumping blood is relevant for reproduction but making noise is not? It

is for same reason why a planet’s distance to the sun is relevant for its trajectory but

planet’s color is not: the world contains certain determination (causal, if one likes)

relationships but not others. What these relationships are is what special laws

postulate/discover. In a nutshell: without specializations, both NSGP and CMGP are

equally empirically empty, and with specializations both are equally empirically

rich. And even alone, they are not merely a principle of sufficient reason: their

specializations must, in each case, have something in common (more on this below).

Thus, no difference in theses respects between NS and CM that is relevant to our

case.

6.3 There is a relevant dysanalogy between NS and CM even accepting their

net-like structure. On the one hand, the special laws in CM are derived

from the general CMGP (plus other assumptions), but there is no similar

derivational relationship between determinations of NSGP

and that principle. On the other hand, and related to this, the construction

of NS theory net is more arbitrary than in the case of CM, for in the latter

there is a derivational criterion whereas in the former there is none

It is true that, if specific mechanical laws were derived from Newton’s second law

(under specific assumptions) but specific adaptive conditionals were not similarly

derived from NSGP, then the second law would be essential in a sense in which

NSGP were not, and this dysanalogy would invalidate our answer to F&PP. Yet, as

we said in Sect. 4, the relationship between special laws and guiding principles is

not of inference or derivation, but of specialization: special laws specify certain

variables that are not yet specified in the guiding principle. The relationship is then

more similar to being an instance of a scheme than to being a conclusion of a

derivation. And this applies to both NS and CM: NS special laws specify the kind of

function, relevant in the environment, that performs better/worse with than without

the trait; CM special laws specify the kind of force that applies to specific

trajectories. It is true that, since the second law says that the total incident force

equals mass times acceleration, if one adds a specific assumption, e.g. that the total

force is -kx, then from the assumption and the second law one derives the special

law, e.g. Hooke’s Law. But the same happens with NSGP combined with specific

assumptions. Suppose that in a particular context the only selective survival pressure
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is due to the presence of specific predators and that specific wing color improves

camouflage from this kind of predator: from these assumptions and NSGP we can

derive the selective moths-law mentioned by Brandon in the above quote. Thus, no

difference between NS and CM with regard to derivations.

On the other hand, it is true that the reconstruction of a guiding principle-driven

theory as a theory-net has specific elements of interpretation and in this respect it is not

fully determined by text books, articles, etc. Yet, this is always so in any rational

reconstruction, and it is indeed the case in this kind of Kuhnian-structuralist

reconstructions, of NS but also of CM or genetics or other theories (cf. Balzer et al.

1987, and Balzer et al. 2000). In CM we distinguish a space-dependent node from a

velocity-dependent node, inverse versus direct space dependent nodes, etc. In the

same regard, in NS we distinguish survival form mating from … nodes; within the

survival branch, we distinguish food supply from escaping predators nodes, etc.

The net showed in Sect. 4 is just for the sake of exemplification, and a complete

reconstruction would show more nodes and should present these criteria in more

detail. But it suffices for justifying that the NS net-like structure is not totally arbitrary.

We present food supply and escaping predators as two different realizations (among

others) of the survival functions, and analogously attracting partners and fighting with

sexual rivals as specifications of mating functions. But leaving certain interpretative

problems aside (for instance, whether artificial selection is included within NS) the

reconstruction has certain objective constraints, for instance one could not put food

supply and attracting sexual partners under the same immediate node. Thus, again,

there is no difference relevant to our case between NS and CM.

6.4 Even if the analogy applies, this cannot be the whole story, for explanations

and laws in physics differ in important respects from theories and laws

in biology in general, and in NS in particular

True, but not harmful, for what we said is the whole story only as far as this debate

is concerned. The similarity argued for here concerns only this guiding principle-

driven explanatory endeavor: there is something adaptive/dynamic, non-truistic,

counterfactual-supporting and common to different explanations of traits/particles

trajectories. This similarity is compatible with dissimilarities in other respects. For

instance, it is actually the case that NS is not similar to CM and other theories in

physics in the manner in which this structure is shown in scientific papers and text-

books. In physics, the laws/principles, including guiding principles, for example

Newton’s second law, are often explicitly presented, even articulated, whereas in

NS (and other biological theories) this is rarely the case, and one finds instead a

seemingly disconnected collection of models, explanations, and problems solved.

Related to this, it is also the case that NS literature often explicitly presents

explanatory conditionals/models, which we saw are a priori, while the literature in

physics does not, or not that often. Or it might also be the case that the

counterfactual-supporting (i.e. nomological) elements of NS are, in relevant respects

(e.g. their highly relational character, their domain-restricted application), so

different from laws in physics that we do better not to label them ‘‘laws’’ [see,

though, Dorato (2005) for a criticism of universality and unrestriction as marks of
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laws in physics]. Or that NS offers in general more post hoc explanations

(retrodictions) than CM.20 Or maybe other ‘‘deeper’’ differences, e.g. maybe NS

is less ‘‘metaphysically robust’’ than CM (i.e. applies to more varied ontological

entities—organisms, species, organs, cells,…—while CM systems are ontologically

less varied).21 Or maybe NS is highly dependent on contingent facts, so that its

generalizations and explanatory conditionals are implicitly conditionalized in a

much stronger way than CM ones [yet see Dorato (2005), for a criticism of the

alleged independence of laws of physics on contingent facts]. Or maybe lawhood

may come in degrees (Lange 1999) and NS and CM are in different parts of the

spectrum. And there might be other dissimilarities. Our point is that, irrespective of

dissimilarities in these and other respects, the similarity elaborated here suffices to

block F&PP’s case against adaptationism as explanatorily void (and to qualify

Sober’s concerns about an alleged specific aprioricity of NS compared with CM).

6.5 Ok, the analogy could apply, but there is no need to buy it, for one can read

different trait-explanations as independent of each other, ignoring

the existence, and unifying role, of NSGP, thus obtaining the kind

of ‘‘disconnected’’ natural history F&PP contend

True, one could do that. But one could do that with CM (and thermodynamics, and

classical genetics, and any other guiding principle-driven unified theory) as well,

and see the explanations of the pendulum and of the planets, and of inclined planes,

and of … as ‘‘disconnected’’ from each other. If one does this, one loses the

essential, and beneficial, features of unified theories discussed in Sect. 5:

(i) Different explanations ‘‘resemble each other’’ in being different instances of a

general mechanism, a resemblance on which (at least part of) the theory’s

heuristic power relies. As emphasized by Kuhn, seeing the pendulum as similar

to two inclined planes has an essential heuristic power; likewise, seeing the

tongue in chameleons as similar to the spider’s web has the heuristic power of

explaining the former as a case of distance food supply.

20 It is worth noting that, even if (though one could, cf. fn 14) one does not include artificial selection

(which obviously makes predictions), NS does not make only retrodictions but anticipatory explanations

also. For instance, NS makes general predictions such as that the color of prey mammals (with no strong

dimorphism) will not differ greatly from the color of their environment. And it also makes other more

specific predictions, both in the laboratory [e.g., for Lepidoptera—Kettlewell (1955, 1956)—and fruit

flies—Maynard Smith (1993)] and in the field [e.g., the theory predicted an increase in the size of the

beak of finches in a long drought season—Winer (1995), Grant (1999)—or the acquisition of resistance to

treatments in viruses—Ridley (2004)]; we thank D. Blanco for these references. On the other hand, the

greater number of post hoc explanations in NS has to do with the greater difficulty in predicting

environmental changes and mutations. Moreover, the fact that an explanation is temporally posterior to

the occurrence of the explanandum does not undermine per se the explanatory power of the adaptive

mechanism, in the same way as the post hoc mechanical explanation of the elliptic orbit of the planets

does not undermine the explanatory unified power of CM explanations.
21 Yet it is not clear at all that NS applies to more varied natural kinds than CM: very different natural

kinds have the functional property ‘‘adaptedness’’, but for sure no less different natural kinds also have

the functional property ‘‘mass’’. If multiple realizability by different natural kinds were the problem, then

every functional theory using multiple realizable properties would be unacceptable, a consequence that

we do not believe Fodor would endorse.
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(ii) Different effects may combine with each other (Dobzhansky et al. 1977), both

in the same direction (e.g. for antelopes, raising the head facilitates both food

supply and sexual attraction) or in opposite ones (e.g. a colorful tail may be

good for sexual attraction but bad for escaping predators).

Thus, if one expels the guiding principle and retains only particular disconnected

explanations, one loses both the heuristic and the combinatorial power of the unified

theory and, according to us, misrepresents it both conceptually and historically. On

the other side, the crucial point is that, as Sects. 6.1–6.3 emphasize, in regard of its

guiding-principle-driven nature NS is in the same boat as CM (and thermodynamics,

and classical genetics, and…), therefore applying this disconnected reading to NS

and not to CM (and other guiding principle unified theories) simply begs the

question. There is no more reason to treat NS trait-explanations as disconnected

natural history than to treat CM trajectory-explanations in the same manner. What

enables us to see planets and inclined planes as different mechanic phenomena is

analogous to what enables us to see giraffe’s necks and moths’ color as different

adaptive phenomena. This suffices to refute F&PP’s case, for their case is that NS is

specifically defective compared with CM and other theories. In brief: F&PP are

correct in saying that the flesh lies in the details, but wrong in then concluding that

the unifying factor is trivial and thereby methodologically defective. Quite the

contrary, it is essential for seeing different specific applications as relevantly similar

and for explaining combined effects, features which are essential to highly unified

theories and the source of their distinctive fruitfulness, both in CM and in NS.

6.6 But all this makes NS unfalsifiable!

No! All this makes NS unfalsifiable only if we have the wrong, Popperian idea of

falsification. Not if we have the more sophisticated, Kuhnian idea according to

which theory replacement is a kind of confidence-loss phenomenon related to the

persistence of anomalies. Logic obliges us to change something, but not to

specifically change the guiding principle; the irrationality involved in abandoning

the guiding principle too late, or too soon, is not formal but pragmatic or procedural.

And here the analogy with CM also applies: CM is also a guiding principle-driven

theory and it was abandoned, in this Kuhnian manner. And all that we have said is

compatible with NS suffering from strong anomalies. Actually it has anomalies, and

if they persist and intra-NS modifications do not solve them, NS could eventually

enter into a Kuhnian crisis and be abandoned and supplanted by another, better

theory (which, as in the case of CM, though changing essential features, may

preserve some of the NS’s central ideas).

7 Conclusion

We have argued that:

• a correct analysis of the structure of evolutionary theory and NS explanations

makes it clear that F&PP’s argument against NS is flawed;
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• there are actual explanations in biological practice which do use nomic

principles that can rightly be considered both adaptive and explanatory;

• these explanations have in common that their explanans include nomic

components that are specific versions for specific explananda of a general NS

guiding principle;

• although this general NS guiding principle has a subtle epistemic status, the

same happens to analogous principles in other bona fide scientific theories such

as CM;

• NS can account for the relevant counterfactual differences that F&PP call for,

and it does so in the same manner in which CM accounts for its corresponding

counterfactual differences;

• the counterfactuals are grounded in facts that are: general, i.e. they apply to

populations or groups; nomological, i.e. non-accidental, with modal force; and

adaptive, i.e. they are specializations of the NS general adaptive principle. And

all this no matter how environmental-dependent and domain-restricted these

facts be.

So there is no more room, based on the alleged specific ‘‘a priori’’ or ‘‘empty’’

components of NS, for F&PP to argue that there is something specifically defective

in NS. As far as this debate is concerned, there is nothing epistemically specific,

much less defective, in NS. The analogy with classical mechanics and its second

law, elaborated in a Kuhnian-structuralist manner, enables us to give a complete

response to F&PP’s case and, for the first time in this debate, explicate at the same

time:

the way in which NS accounts for the relevant counterfactuals;

where the unification lies and what its function is; and

the seeming emptiness of its general unifying guiding principle.

In these respects, which are those relevant to F&PP’s case, NS behaves exactly

like CM and other never challenged theories.

If we are right, then: who got what wrong? F&PP are wrong to claim that, when

the distinction between selection of/for two coextensive properties is made in

biological practice as a bona fide explanation of the evolution of traits, there is no

non-truistic, counterfactual-supporting, adaptive mechanism common to different

explanations that constitutes the unifying component of the theory of natural

selection. Sober is right in what we think are related criticisms of F&PP, but

according to us he is wrong to argue that NS explanations make use of a priori

components (laws/principles/models…) in a sense in which CM explanations do

not. Did Darwin get anything wrong? As far as this debate is concerned, the neo-

Darwinist Darwin got nothing wrong, except perhaps for a misleading metaphor

(though after a good methodological analogy),22 because ‘‘selection’’ connotes

decision, ‘‘decision’’ connotes intentionality, and intentionality presumably implies

a mind. But leaving this metaphor aside, neo-Darwinism (Darwin’s acceptance of

22 As Lennox emphasizes, NS ‘‘began life as the product of analogical reasoning [from artificial

selection]. Sebright [in 1809] sees clearly that the natural processes he is describing will have the same

effects as the breeder’s selection, but he is not about to describe those processes as selection processes.

Darwin took that step.’’ (Lennox 2004, 3.2).
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the transmission of acquired traits is not part of neo-Darwinism) contains nothing

epistemically or methodologically wrong.

In short: F&PP are wrong in that NS is specifically defective compared with

standard theories like CM. Their central claim that there is nothing adaptive, non-

truistic, counterfactual-supporting and common to different explanations of traits

evolution, is false. Seriously read, it is as false as it is for CM and other never

questioned theories. In all these cases, what different explanations have in common

is epistemically subtle, but not truistic or ‘‘merely definitional’’ at all. Their claim is

true only in an unacceptable superficial reading which, ignoring the essential role of

guiding principles, dispenses with NS, but together with classical mechanics,

thermodynamics, and all unified, guiding principle-driven theories. In either reading

NS survives, or dies, in good company.
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